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Abstract
The problem of simultaneous rigid alignment of multiple
unordered point sets which is unbiased towards any of the
inputs has recently attracted increasing interest, and several reliable methods have been newly proposed. While
being remarkably robust towards noise and clustered outliers, current approaches require sophisticated initialisation schemes and do not scale well to large point sets. This
paper proposes a new resilient technique for simultaneous
registration of multiple point sets by interpreting the latter
as particle swarms rigidly moving in the mutually induced
force fields. Thanks to the improved simulation with altered
physical laws and acceleration of globally multiply-linked
point interactions with a 2D -tree (D is the space dimensionality), our Multi-Body Gravitational Approach (MBGA)
is robust to noise and missing data while supporting more
massive point sets than previous methods (with 105 points
and more). In various experimental settings, MBGA is
shown to outperform several baseline point set alignment
approaches in terms of accuracy and runtime. We make our
source code available for the community to facilitate the reproducibility of the results1 .
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Figure 1: The proposed MBGA simultaneously registers multiple point
sets of varying densities into a common reference frame. Thanks to the
acceleration with a 2D -tree, this is the first approach for multi-point-set
alignment which performs globally multiply-linked point interactions for
large point sets in feasible time (in minutes instead of years).

ping, among others. While remarkable progress has been
achieved in groupwise multi-point set alignment, handling
of large point sets (with 105 points and more) remains challenging. Subsampling of large point sets can result in loss of
high-frequency details and low alignment accuracy. Hence,
our goal is a method which is robust to noise and which can
deal with a large number of points with no subsampling.
The core variables for deriving the complexity of groupwise point set alignment approaches are the number of input point sets L, the average cardinality of the point sets
N and a model-specific factor Q which reflects how many
operations are expected per point of every point set. Thus,
we arrive at O(QN L) complexity in the general case. If
point sets are multiply-linked, i.e., every point of one point
set interacts with a region of another point set, or nearestneighbour search is required, then Q∼N . If data structures
for acceleration such as k-d trees are used, the worst-case
complexity for computing nearest neighbours is still linear
(which is more and more probable with the growing point
dimensionality [22, 51]) in N implying the overall worstcase complexity to be O(QN 2 ). Especially in probabilistic
approaches, where all incoming point sets are assumed to
be sampled from a single unknown mixture model, one can
often achieve an accurate alignment with Q < N . However, there is no guarantee that the same Q will work well
for a broader range of inputs. In some cases, setting Q > N

1. Introduction
Rigid point set alignment algorithms conventionally handle two point sets, one of which is a fixed reference, and
the other one is a template being transformed [6]. This setting is a well-understood and -studied. With more than two
point sets, selecting and fixing one point set as a reference
will result in a biased solution towards the selected reference. A global or groupwise approach handling all point
sets on par, i.e., enabling each point set to transform during the alignment [16, 19, 35], is a recognised alternative
to various pairwise schemes requiring a subsequent consensus of transformations [5, 33]. Groupwise registration
arises in different domains of 3D vision and engineering,
including 3D reconstruction, CAD modelling, autonomous
robot navigation and simultaneous localisation and map1 http://gvv.mpi-inf.mpg.de/projects/MBGA/
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is necessary, and only O(QN 2 ) can be conservatively assumed without any prior knowledge about the scene.

2. Related Work
Early point set registration algorithms were motivated by
emerging 3D scanners that produce partial point clouds that
need to be aligned. The seminal iterative closest point (ICP)
algorithm for aligning two point sets [6, 10] alternates between transformation estimation [31, 32] and local correspondence inference [17]. The heuristic local correspondence search of ICP makes it prone to erroneous local convergence if badly initialised, and sensitive to outliers. Different improvements were subsequently proposed for ICP,
ranging from accelerating policies for nearest-neighbour
search [30, 43] and relaxation of one-to-one correspondences [24] to more efficient optimisation schemes [45, 20].
The methods [5, 16] are among the first to address the
groupwise case. Bergevin et al. minimise registration error
between all point clouds in a view network using an extension of ICP assuming one point cloud to be fixed. Eggert et al. [16] align point sets into a common, initially unknown, reference frame. The poses are updated iteratively
by modelling spring forces between matching points, velocities and accelerations by approximate finite element analysis. The main drawback of these methods is the expensive
correspondence search in every iteration and deterministic
correspondence assignment, making them sensitive to noise
and large initial misalignments. A recent and more robust
extension of ICP called Motion Averaged ICP (MAICP) is
based on motion averaging on a view graph [28].
Another class of methods models source and target point
clouds as probability density functions [12, 41, 37], such as
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs). They can implicitly
model multiply-linked assignments and incorporate noise
models [9]. The methods probabilistically find a maximuma-posteriori solution via an expectation-maximisation algorithm or minimise an explicit probability density distance.
Wider convergence basin was obtained by Gaussian mixture decoupling [15] or combining GMM representation
and continuous domain mapping with a support vector machine [8]. The multiply-linked Kernel Correlation (KC) approach minimises the Renyi’s quadratic entropy of the joint
system composed of the reference and the transformed template [49]. In contrast to our method, only local point neighbourhoods are involved in multiply-linked interactions.
Probabilistic multi-point-set alignment methods lead to
remarkable progress [19, 13, 35]. The JRMPC algorithm [19] assumes that a collection of point sets is sampled
from the same Gaussian Mixture Model and finds the most
probable generative GMM [19]. Lately, Danelljan et al. extended JRMPC by incorporating colour information [13],
and Lawin et al. improved it for the case of spatially varying point densities [35]. JRMPC can become impractical
for point sets with 35−40k points and more. In contrast,
our method can handle point sets with 105 points and more.
Deep learning methods for alignment of two point sets

Contributions. Our contributions in this work are:
• We present Multi-Body Gravitational Approach
(MBGA) — the first particle dynamics based method
for simultaneous alignment of multiple point sets, see
Fig. 1. It operates in the reference-free mode and models
point clouds as rigid particle swarms moving in mutually
induced and alternating gravitational force fields (Sec. 4).
• We accelerate the calculation of gravitational potentials acting between particles with a Barnes-Hut 2D -tree
(quadtree in 2D, octree in 3D) [4] operating on the union
of point clouds, and guarantee the quasi-linear runtime
complexity in the total number of points N L (Secs. 4.3
and 4.6). We show that this data structure can induce a
new shape signature relying on fitting a polynomial of
degree three and considering the cubic surface component at every point (Sec. 4.5). The new shape signature
helps in handling partial overlaps.
• Experimental evaluation with state-of-the-art results
among non-learning based methods, in which MBGA
outperforms several existing point set alignment approaches in terms of accuracy and runtime. We empirically confirm the optimality criterion of locally minimal
gravitational potential energy (GPE) generalises to more
than two point sets handled on par, in a wide range of scenarios. MBGA aligns point set groups more accurately
than the recent pairwise gravitational method BHRGA
[27] and several variants of ICP [6, 21]; the pairwise
methods are tested in the sequential and one-to-many
alignment modes. We also align point set with significantly more points that the tested implementation of the
groupwise JRMPC method [19] can support (Sec. 5).
MBGA is a globally multiply-linked approach, i.e., every point of every point set is interacting with every point of
every other point set in the system. This is a strong property,
considering that existing pairwise methods de facto restrict
point interactions to local neighbourhoods [49, 41]. Thus,
the key strength of MBGA is the unification (for the first
time, to the best of our belief) of two seemingly contradicting properties — the global multiply-linked point interactions and the O(LN log(LN )) complexity.
Moreover, MBGA has only a single parameter θ (the cell
opening distance) and handles massive point sets on a mainstream CPU. It is easy to implement and contains ∼400
lines of C++ code. Different types of prior information
(e.g., point colours, density and prior matches), if available,
can be mapped to masses. MBGA can be used for completion of room scans obtained with a depth sensor. All in all,
it offers a valuable alternative to current joint multi-pointset registration methods and extends the scope of available
techniques to larger point sets.
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where myi and mxj denote masses, [yi ] = Y, [xj ] = X, G
is the gravitational constant and  is a softening parameter
for preventing near-field singularities. In [25], this energy
is minimised implicitly by updating the forces f~i acting on
particles yi , accelerations (using Newton’s second law of
motion f~i = myi ~ai ), velocities vit+1 and individual point
displacements dt+1
:
i

[3, 50, 11, 44] achieve remarkable accuracy in scenarios
with available training datasets, while the generalisability
to arbitrary scenarios with different point set characteristics
(e.g., varying density or volumetric sampling) is an open
question. It is ongoing research on how these methods can
be generalised to more than two point sets [23]. We do not
assume available training data, and, thus, can handle arbitrary scenes with moderate overlaps. Moreover, MBGA is a
correspondence-free approach, i.e., it recovers an alignment
in a single joint optimisation and does not require preliminary correspondence extraction.
Recently, approaches relying on analogies to physical
processes gained attention [14, 25, 36, 26]. Deng et al. cast
point sets into the Schrödinger distance transform representation, and align them by minimising a geodesic distance
on a unit Hilbert sphere [14]. Golyanik et al. [25, 27] and
Jauer et al. [36] interpret point sets as rigid swarms of particles with masses moving in gravitational or electromagnetic
force fields. The optimal alignment corresponds to the state
of the minimum potential energy of the system. In [26],
laws of quantum physics are used to align point sets which
are encoded by magnetic fields acting on qubits.
Our method most closely relates to [16, 25, 27] but substantially differs from and improves over them in terms of
performance and scalability for multiple point sets. Eggert
et al. [16] use Hooke’s law and has quadratic worst-case
complexity. It relies on nearest neighbour correspondence
search. While the gravitational approach [25] is globallymultiply linked, it supports only two point sets with a fixed
reference and relies on solving second-order ordinary differential equations which can cause oscillations. Besides,
these methods include velocity damping for convergence.
Similarly to [27], we abstract away from the physicallyaccurate modelling and alter physical laws for the sake of
faster convergence, stability, enhanced numerical properties
and fewer parameters which need to be set. Both [27] and
our MBGA employ a Barnes-Hut tree for the accelerated
computation of the potentials. We show that MBGA improves the speed and accuracy when handling multiple point
sets, over a sequence of point set pair alignments performed
by BHRGA [27] and other widely-used methods [6, 20].
Since MBGA handles all samples on par, its performance is
path-invariant and has the loop-closure effect.

f~i = −Gmyi

vit+1 = vi + ∆t

U(R, t) = −G

i,j

−3/2

n̂i,j − ηvit , (2)

f~i
and dt+1
= ∆t vit+1 .
i
myi

(3)

In (2), η denotes a dissipation constant which determines
the portion of the kinetic energy dragged from the system,
per template’s particle. In (3), ∆t is time or, generally, the
forward integration step. In every iteration — once updated
— the unconstrained displacements are added to the current
positions. A rigid consensus transformation is found using
Procrustes analysis [32] relating the previous and current
poses. The method converges when the difference in GPE
of two last successive system states is below some threshold, or the maximum number of iterations is reached.

4. Multi-Body Gravitational Approach
4.1. Notations and Assumptions
Let Y = {Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y L } be the set of input point
sets of dimensionality D. We call all point sets Y l , l ∈
{1, . . . , L} templates, since no reference is selected and all
Y l are transformed during the alignment. The objective of
MBGA is to recover a set of rigid transformation parameters {Rl , tl } ∈ Tl aligning all Y l into a common reference
frame R (which is not known in advance) and correspondences across all Y l for points which have valid matches,
see Fig. 1. Rl and tl denote rotation and translation of Y l ,
respectively. We denote a rigid transformation operator applying Tl on single or multiple points by g(Tl , ·).
In MBGA, every Y l is interpreted as a rigidly transformed particle swarm, and every point induces a gravitational force field and moves in the external (relative to the
point set it belongs to) force field. We assume that in the
general case, point sets are of different cardinalities, i.e.,
|Y 1 | 6= |Y 2 | 6= . . . 6= |Y L |. Particles in our system possess masses, and their movements are modelled following
Newton’s second law of motion. The mass of every point
is condensed in an infinitesimal volume of space, and collisions are not possible (no particle merging or splitting are
allowed) [1]. To align the point clouds, we need to find a
system’s configuration corresponding to the minimal GPE.

If a system of two point sets {X, Y} is given, whereby X
is the fixed reference, the input point sets can be aligned by
minimising the mutual gravitational potential energy (GPE)
U of the corresponding system of particles in the force field
induced by X, parametrised by translation t and rotation R:
myi mxj
,
kR yi + t − xj k2 + 

mxj kRyi + t − xj k2 + 2

j

3. Gravitational Alignment of Two Point Sets

X

X

4.2. Our Gravitational Potential Energy Functional
It has been shown in [27] that the GPE (1) can be improved with the negative elementwise reciprocal transform

(1)

3

(NERT), resulting after a series of further simplifications in
XX
E(R, t) =
myi mxj kR yi + t − xj k2 .
(4)
i

point agglomeration depending on the desired granularity
level [4]. Building a 2D -tree requires quasi-linear time, and
extracting a clustered representation takes logarithmic time
in the total number of points. The granularity level is determined by the depth at which the clusters are fetched. Note
that with every level, the cell is partitioned into 2D subcells,
and all points falling into a cell at any level belong to that
cell. The maximum density of the points determines the
tree’s depth because finally, each point occupies a leaf. For
more details, the reader can refer to [4] as we use the algorithm exactly as proposed in [4]. The difference lies in the
points belonging to the 2D -tree and how the tree is used.
We build a 2D -tree on the combined set Y . To prevent inter-point-set interactions, the masses mli of all points
pli ∈ Y l are set to zero, whereas while extracting a clustered representation from the tree for every pli , we restore
its original non-zero mass. Cluster composition and extraction require a single parameter θ. Among other things, it
determines the amount of the nearest points which are not
clustered during GPE calculation. Suppose l is the length
of the current examined cell, and µ is the distance from pli
to the centre of the cell. If µl < θ−1 , then the cell’s influence on pli is accumulative. Otherwise, the subcells are
visited recursively until the condition is satisfied or the tree
is entirely traversed.
For every current point set Y l with the corresponding Rl
and tl being updated, we denote the set of fetched clusters
by Cl . As a set of fetched clusters for every pli ∈ Y l is
different, we use the specified notation Cl,i for every pli
when necessary. Thus, the acceleration with a 2D -tree alters
the GPE (5) as follows:

j

This transform enables a robust optimisation by non-linear
least squares (NLLS) with a faster convergence while still
preserving the notion of GPE (the higher the distance between the particles, the higher is the GPE). NERT makes
multiple parameters of GA obsolete, and the remaining ones
cover a much broader range of scenarios. Furthermore, core
acceleration techniques applicable to the classical n-body
problem, such as Barnes-Hut octree [4] or fast multipole
method [29], are also applicable to (4). Thus, we are building upon the currently most accurate method of the gravitational class and propose to minimise the mutual GPE of
the system with L point sets Y l , where the latter are constrained to move rigidly:
E(T) =

L |Y
l|
X
X
l=1 i=1

X 

mlpi mpj g(Tl , pli ) − pj


2

,

pj ∈
{Y \Y l }

(5)
with T = {Tl } = {T1 , T2 , . . . , TL }, pli ∈ Y l , pj ∈
{Y \ Y l }, rigid transformation operator g(·, ·), and masses
mlpi and mpj of pli and pj , respectively. There are multiple
changes in the GPE for the multi-body case compared to the
case with two point sets. In (5), every Y l is influenced by
a transformed gravitational force field induced by all other
point sets excluding Y l . For each Y l , there is such Tl so
that E(T) is minimal. Similar to the two point sets case
(see Sec. 3), locally-optimal alignment is achieved when the
GPE of the system is locally minimal.
Eq. (5) is minimised iteratively. In every iteration, we
alternatingly update Tl by changing the roles between the
current transformed point set Y l and force inducing point
sets {Y \ Y l }, i.e., a union of the remaining templates.
Compared to the pairwise case, there are also substantial
differences in the way how the 2D -tree is used for acceleration of all particle interactions.

EC (T) =

L |Y
l|
X 
X
X

mlpi mcj g(Tl , pli ) − cj


2

,

l=1 i=1 cj ∈Cl,i

(6)
with the fetched clusters cj ∈ Cl,i and cluster masses mcj .

4.4. Defining Boundary Conditions through Masses
In gravitational methods, including MBGA, mass distribution serves as an additional alignment cue. We propose
a policy for the integration of prior matches into our approach. Let Nc be the subset of points for which it is known
beforehand that they match among each other across all L
inputs. By setting point masses in Nc larger than the default masses, the penalty increases for the cases when the
points with higher masses do not coincide. Thus, we assign
to the points from Nc a higher weight which is proportional
to the confidence of prior matches (usually, two-three orders
of magnitude higher compared to the default masses). Such
GPE pre-conditioning improves the alignment accuracy under challenging scenarios with noise and missing data in
cases when prior matches are available or can be obtained

4.3. Point Clustering with a 2D -Tree
We approximate globally multiply-linked interactions
between Y l and {Y \ Y l } by grouping the points of the
latter into clusters. Instead of exhaustively summing up interactions between every pli and every pj , we cluster pj —
so that every cluster is represented by its mass located at its
centre of mass — and compute a single interaction between
pli and the cluster. The further away from pli are pj , the
larger clusters can be built and more runtime can be saved,
eventually leading to the number of evaluations for every
template point pli proportional to log(|{Y \ Y l }|).
We cluster pj with a 2D -tree, i.e., a quadtree in 2D and
an octree in 3D. 2D -tree is a representation allowing for
4

to a leaf. For a given pli , we query the closest points (the
leaves) from Cl,i by choosing a sufficiently large θ > 8.0.
Thus, the proposed light-weight shape descriptor executes
in O(|Y l | log(|Y l |)) time. Its additional advantages are
the continuity, i.e., the property that every point is assigned
a shape signature value unless thresholded (and not only
sparse points which is the case with widespread shape descriptors for approximate alignment [46, 52, 47]), and code
reusability (the 2D -tree is used unaltered).

in a pre-processing step. Other cues such as colours or geometric descriptors (such as the one proposed in Sec. 4.5)
can be likewise mapped to masses.

4.5. Shape Signature Induced by a 2D -Tree
Structure variability is the primary registration cue in
point set alignment. In scenarios with partially-overlapping
data and outliers, uniform mass initialisation can result in
suboptimal registrations. We are encouraged to counterbalance increasing correspondence uncertainties with mass assignments relying on geometric features and propose a new
shape signature induced by the surface fitting. For every
pli ∈ Y l , we fit a surface of degree three in its vicinity.
Suppose Mil is a local point neighbourhood of pli and
K = |Mil |, i.e., the number of points in Mil . We find the
best approximation of Mil by a third degree polynomial of
two variables which in general form reads:
z = a1 + a2 x + a3 y + a4 x2 + a5 xy+

4.6. Computational and Memory Complexity
Proposition 1. The computational complexity of MBGA is
O(LN̄ log(LN̄ )), where L is the total number of point sets,
and N̄ is the average number of points in each point set.
Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that every
point set has N̄ points on average. For LN̄ points, a 2D -tree
is built in O(LN̄ log(LN̄ )) time, as each point insertion results in a leaf, and all point clusters on the path to the leaf
need to be updated.
For computing potentials between the points, each template point requires a different set of clusters in every iteration. The complexity of fetching a set of clusters for one
point in the two point sets case is O(log N̄ ). For the two
point set case, the clusters for N̄ points in the joint 2D -tree
are fetched in O(N̄ log N̄ ) time. The complexity of fetching clusters for one point set, when the clusters are fetched
from L − 1 point sets is O(N̄ log((L − 1)N̄ )). In every iteration2 , the clusters have to be fetched for every point set out
of L, and we arrive at O(LN̄ log((L − 1)N̄ )). Thus, the total complexity of MBGA is O(LN̄ log(LN̄ )+LN̄ log((L−
1)N̄ )) which further simplifies to O(LN̄ log(LN̄ )).

(7)

a6 y 2 + a7 x3 + a8 x2 y + a9 xy 2 + a10 y 3 ,

with the shortcut notation pli = (x, y, z), and the unknown
coefficients a = {a1 , . . . , a10 }. Following the standard theory of surface approximation [42], we take partial derivatives of the sum of residuals
E=

K
X
i=1

ril

2

=

K
X

zi −(a1 +a2 xi +. . .+a10 yi3 )

2

(8)

i=1

and equate them to zero. As a result, the following linear
system is obtained:
   

 a1
z
3
1 x1 y1
x1 y1 . . . y1    1 
a
 2   z2 
1 x2 y2
x2 y2 . . . y23 

  a 3   z3 
 ..
..
..
..
..    =   . (9)
..
.
.   . 
.
.
.
.
. 
 ..   .. 
3
1 xK yK xK yK . . . yK
a10
zK

Proposition 2. The memory complexity of MBGA handling
LN̄ points is O(LN̄ log(LN̄ )), with the factor log(LN̄ )
attributable to the nodes in the 2D -tree [4, 27].
In practice, we restrict the depth of the 2D -tree to 20. In
addition to providing the practical upper bound on the memory, this also filters out duplicated particles which would
otherwise lead to infinite splits. This implies that even for
point sets with cardinalities going beyond tractable in this
paper, the memory available on modern workstations will
be sufficient for the proposed variant of the Barnes-Hut tree.

We estimate a in (9) by solving the corresponding normal
equations. Finally, we take the sum of the absolute values
of a7 and a10 coefficients as a shape descriptor, i.e., the indicator of the cubic surface component. For highly curved
surfaces, the cubic component is strong, and for more flat
surfaces it either weak or vanished. During the mass initialisation, points with high descriptor values are assigned
tenfold masses (this value is scenario-specific), whereas the
remaining masses are initialised uniformly with smaller values. Our shape descriptor suppresses areas with probable
outliers in flat regions as well as noise, and emphasises more
descriptive geometric cues reflected in higher masses.
For every pli , computing the shape descriptor requires
finding the local neighbourhood Mil . To find Mil , we use
a 2D -tree described in Sec. 4.3. First, we build a separate 2D -tree for the given Y l . Next, we use the property that every point inserted into a 2D -tree corresponds

4.7. Gravitational Potential Energy Minimisation
MBGA finds a stable system state in a time-varying force
field, i.e., the state with a minimal GPE. Every change in the
poses of Y l causes changes both in the gravitational force
field and C (cluster numbers and compositions). The alternating role of the transformed point set and force-inducing
point set union makes all Tl mutually dependent. Since we
2 MBGA
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converges within ∼20−30 iterations

Algorithm 1 MBGA: Simultaneous Point Set Alignment

5.1. Quantitative Comparisons

Input: L point sets Y = {Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y L }
Output: rigid transformations Tl = {Rl , tl } aligning all Y l
into a common unknown reference frame R
1: Initialisation: Rl = I, tl = 0, unit masses (per default)
2: while not converged do (t is iteration index)
3:
apply current Ttl to the respective Y l (for all Yl )
4:
build a joint 2D -tree on the union g(Ttl , Y l ) (Sec. 4.3)
5:
for every Y l do
t
6:
minimise the GPE (6): Tt+1
 = T ⊕arg minT EC (T) =
PL P|Y l | P
l
l
i=1
cj ∈Cl,i mpi mcj g(Tl , pi ) − cj 
l=1
with the Levenberg-Marquardt method [38, 39, 2]
7:
end for
8: end while

First, we compare MBGA to the ICP [6] (with no acceleration of correspondence search), LM-ICP [20] and
BHRGA [27] approaches for the alignment of two point
sets. We decimate one frame from the sleeping 2 sequence
of the SINTEL dataset [7] to 5045 points and create two
rotated and translated copies of it. The point sets are composed so that each of the methods can resolve the rotation
in the noise-free setting (the maximum transformation angle amounts to 24◦ ). The correspondences across the transformed point sets are known, and we compute the average
3D error e3D for L point sets defined as
e3D

 −1 X
L
=
2

{i,j}∈Φ

optimise Tl alternatingly in every iteration, we need to linearise in the vicinity of the current solution and iterate. The
right side of (6) is a sum of residuals, and EC (T) can be
relaxed and minimised by iteratively reweighted non-linear
least squares with a Huber-norm [34]. We repeat the following transformation updates until convergence:
Tt+1 = Tt ⊕ arg min
T

X
l,i,j

wi,j,l (Tt ) g(Tl , pli ) − cj

kg(Ti , Y i ) − g(Tj , Y j )kF
,
kg(Ti , Y i )kF

(11)

withΦ denoting
all combinations of two point sets out of L,

L
and
= |Φ| is the total number of combinations.
2
ICP, LM-ICP and BHRGA accept two point sets at a
time, and we align three point sets either sequentially with
the growing reference (GRef ) strategy, or select one reference and align the remaining point sets to it with the oneto-many (1-M) policy. For the pairwise methods, we test all
possible combinations of references and templates and report the average e3D and σ, i.e., the standard deviation of
e3D , over all runs to avoid the bias towards one of the point
sets. 1-M and GRef policies require six and twelve alignments for each point cloud triple, respectively. We evaluate
all methods with the growing level of noise and decreasing
degree of partial overlap between the input samples. In total, there are eleven different noise levels and six different
degrees of partial overlaps (i.e., 17 tests per method). We
repeat each experiment for every noise level and degree of
partial overlapping ten times. Consequently, the pairwise
methods require 3060 alignments each. MBGA performs
170 alignments of point set triples since it does not have to
alternate between the choice of the reference.

, (10)


with the weights wi,j,l (Tt ) = mlpi mcj , the robustness
threshold  ∈ [10−4 ; 0.1] and ⊕ denoting the composition
of rigid poses. After denoting the residuals by rl,i,j (T) =
wi,j,l g(Tl , pli ) − cj 2 and collecting them into a single
vector-valued function F(T) : R6L → RO(N̄ log(LN̄ )) =
[r1 (T), r2 (T), . . . , rO(N̄ log(LN̄ )) (T)]T , the overall objective can be compactly written as T = arg minT kF(T)k .
We minimise it with the Levenberg-Marquardt method
[38, 39] provided by the ceres library [2], with the rotations
parametrised by axis-angles.
Solution Initialisation. We initialise Rl as identities and
tl as zero vectors. Any other values can be used if available
from an external process. Translation can be approximately
resolved in the pre-processing step by bringing all point set
centroids into coincidence (this is not compulsory). Points
are initialised with unit masses if a point set is uniformly
sampled. Otherwise, a variant of a mass normalisation technique or integrating additional alignment cues counterbalancing varying point densities can be applied (see Secs. 4.4,
4.5). For the convergence reasons, we keep the number of
Gauss-Newton solver iterations per every update of the 2D tree low (one-two iterations). Otherwise, the gravitational
force field will be severely deprecated while point sets are
approaching each other. MBGA is summarised in Alg. 1.

Uniform Noise. We add uniformly distributed noise to each
point set triple in the bounding sphere ranging in the portion from 5% to 100% of the initial amount of points3 .
BHRGA [27] is a state-of-the-art gravitational rigid point
set alignment method at the moment of submission. Since
BHRGA and our MBGA use a 2D -tree for the acceleration, we fix θ = 12.0 for both methods in all experiments.
BHRGA allows for multiple internal iterations per each external NLLS solver iteration, and we set this value to 10, as
recommended in [27] for faster convergence.
The results of the pairwise methods and our MBGA
are shown in Fig. 2-(A), left. The accuracy of MBGA is
only slightly affected by noise, and e3D < 0.1. MBGA
outperforms LM-ICP and BHRGA starting from ≈65% of

5. Experiments
This section summarises the experimental results.
MBGA is implemented in C++ and tested on Intel i7-6700K
(quadcore) under the operating system Ubuntu 16.04.

3 100% of added noise means that the point set contains 50% of outliers
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Figure 2: The summary of the quantitative results. (A): Comparison of MBGA to the pairwise point set alignment methods ICP [6], LM-ICP [20] and
BHRGA [27] executed in the modes one-to-many (1-M) and growing reference (GRef ). (B): The accuracy of MBGA with different θ. (C): The accuracy of
MBGA with added prior correspondences. (D): Runtime vs accuracy experiment, i.e., RMSE and the runtime as the functions of θ and point set cardinalities.

points, the runtime doubles likewise, and this pattern holds
for all θ. e3D consistently decreases with the increasing
number of points in the point sets. This confirms that all
points guide the registration and are significant.

added noise. For the lower noise levels, LM-ICP achieves
smaller average e3D compared to ICP and MBGA, although
it shows the highest σ ≤ 0.05 among all methods. At the
same time, our approach has higher accuracy compared to
ICP already at the noise level of 20%. Moreover, its σ is orders of magnitude lower compared to the competing methods. This implies that MBGA is highly robust to noise, i.e.,
the latter has virtually no effect on its performance. This
result agrees with previous observations about the strength
of the gravitational model [25, 27]. Additionally, treating
all samples on par extra contributes to the accuracy because
the final reference frame is obtained automatically.
Missing Data. Next, we systematically remove points from
the same three input point sets and test the methods on
their ability to handle missing data. The points are removed
randomly from each point set, and then the intersection of
points with valid correspondences across all point sets is
taken to compute e3D . The portion of the removed points
from all three point sets varies in the range [0.1; 0.5]. On
top of that, we add 40% of uniform noise to the samples.
The results are given in Fig. 2-(A), right. MBGA shows
the smallest e3D and σ in all experiments. Similarly to the
case with uniform noise, the accuracy of MBGA is barely
affected by the missing data ratio. LM-ICP is severely affected by missing data and shows the highest variation in
the mean e3D ∈ {0.05; 0.14} among all methods, while
BHRGA is the second most accurate method.

Prior Correspondences. We repeat the test with the uniform noise with prior correspondences. In total, three
modes with four, eight and twelve prior matches each are
tested. Every prior correspondence in every repetition of
the experiment for every noise level is drawn randomly
with equal probability from the entire set of points with a
valid correspondence (as one point index out of 5045). For
the statistical significance, correspondences are drawn randomly ten times for each of ten repetitions of the experiment for each noise level. We report e3D and σ for each
mode with two different masses (weights) of prior matches,
i.e., 102 and 103 . The results and summarised in Fig. 2-(C).
With the increasing number of prior matches of the same
weight, mean e3D decreases. On the other hand, we observe a rise of σ with the higher weight. This suggests that
the choice and distribution of prior correspondences affects
e3D stronger with higher weights of prior matches (since
prior matches are drawn randomly, they can build a suboptimal configuration when distributed unevenly or degenerately). For too large prior weights and a growing number
of prior matches, the result becomes strongly influenced by
choice of prior matches (which is the case with twelve prior
matches and the prior weight of 103 ).

Runtime vs Accuracy. We repeat the experiments with
noise and missing data with different θ, see Fig. 2-(B). As
expected, larger θ results in a lower e3D . At the same time,
increasing θ implies a higher runtime. In Fig.2-(D), we
report e3D and the corresponding runtime of MBGA for
multiple subsampling factors and θ ∈ [3.0; 7.0]. The dependency of the runtime from point set cardinality is very
close to linear, i.e., we see that with doubling the number of

Comparison to JRMPC. Finally, we align the clean triple
of SINTEL frames with JRMPC [19] and MBGA. This experiment tests the registration accuracy on clean data. For
JRMPC, e3D = 1.58·10−5 , and the e3D of MBGA amounts
to 0.01 with θ = 8.0. It is known that methods of the gravitational class are not designed for clean data [25]. MBGA
can repeat the same experiment with the non-subsampled
point sets with 464k points each, whereas JRMPC, ver-
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sleeping 2
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(a)

input RGBD stack

registration result

input RGBD stack

registration result

alignment

(b)

initialisation and
alignment up to scale

alignment (enlarged view)

(c)

extracted shape
signatures

initial misalignment

registration result

Figure 3: (a): Qualitative results on the rigid SINTEL [7] scenes, i.e., sleeping 1 (4 frames, taken every 3 frames) and sleeping 2 (5 frames, taken every other
frame). Due to the camera movement, either frontal or lateral, the covered areas as well as their sampling densities differ, leading to clustered outliers. (b):
This experiment with four bunnies [19] with different sampling rates and uniform noise demonstrates the robustness of our method to noise and the ability
to recover translation without a pre-processing step. (c): Qualitative results on the time-of-flight data [19]. The shape signatures used for mass initialisation
are shown on the left. The green colour stands for the emphasised regions, and black marks the shadowed regions with scarce geometric features.

N
R

e3D
σ
e3D
σ

ICP
[6]

LM-ICP
[20]

BHRGA
[27]∗

0.2244
6.4E-3
0.2181
8E-3

0.1435
3.7E-2
0.1403
4.1E-2

0.392
1.4E-3
9.6E-2
1.7E-2

JRMPC
[19]∗
1.5E-4
5.6E-5
1.3E-3
3.6E-4

MBGA
(ours)∗
9.4E-2
1.1E-3
2.1E-2
4.8E-4

ment, we use the proposed in Sec. 4.5 shape signature (the
emphasised areas are shown on the left). The region of interest with a head statue and surfaces are aligned, and the
gravitational influence of the wall (a massive clustered outlier with barely any geometric cue) is suppressed.

Table 1: Comparison of tested methods on the data with the highest noise
(100% of added noise, denoted by ”N”) and missing data (50% of randomly removed points, denoted by ”R”) ratios. For the pairwise methods
[6, 20, 27], the metrics are averaged over the 1-M and GRef policies. ”∗ ”
marks methods achieving e3D < 0.1 at least once (highlighted in bold).

6. Conclusion
We introduced the first approach for groupwise point set
alignment with gravitational particle dynamics which alternates between force inducing union of point sets and the
transformed point set. To the best of our knowledge, it is
for the first time that a multiset alignment algorithm operates in the globally multiply-linked manner across all points
in all samples. At the same time, the quasi-linear time is
guaranteed thanks to a 2D -tree which is built — due to the
proposed mass shadowing policy — jointly on all point sets.
As a result, we can align 5 · 105 points in several minutes.
MBGA outperforms several widely-used and recent pairwise methods, including BHRGA, when aligning several
point clouds with large amounts of noise and missing
data. Since all inputs are handled on par, our approach is
alignment-path-invariant and has a loop-closure effect. The
experiments have also shown that the number of points matters for the alignment accuracy. In the absence of boundary conditions, scenarios with partial overlaps with a predominant common central part work well. For partiallyoverlapping data, we further proposed a new shape signature for the particle mass initialisation relying on the available 2D -tree. The GPE landscape can be studied analytically in future work to categorise all cases which MBGA
can accurately resolve.

sion 0.9.4 [18] (in Matlab [40]) cannot launch due to the
memory issues and high computational complexity.
Next, we repeat the experiments with high levels of noise
and missing data, see Table 1. Only BHRGA [27] (missing
data), JRMPC [19] and MBGA accurately resolve the transformations. Even though the proposed MBGA is not the
most accurate method compared to probabilistic approaches
such as JRMPC, it is the only approach which can execute
on large point sets. Due to the approximation of potentials
with a 2D -tree, MBGA achieves a slightly higher e3D .

5.2. Qualitative Examples
Fig. 3-(a) shows two registration examples of coloured
point cloud batches from the SINTEL dataset [7]. We assign masses based on point intensities with a linear mapping. MBGA accurately registers batches of four and five
RGB-D images. Fig. 3-(b) illustrates the further experiment
with four Stanford bunnies [48] with added uniform noise
followed [19]. The fusion result for time-of-flight data from
[19] (four views) is visualised in Fig. 3-(c). In this experi8
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